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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this article we show how the fundamentals of the Malliavin-calculus 
(see, e.g., [6, 83) can be formulated in the framework of Hida’s white-noise 
calculus (e.g., [2, 41). 
Since the white-noise calculus, being by now mathematically well-foun- 
ded (cf., e.g., [2, 4, 51 and references quoted there), is very intuitive (in the 
sense that many computations and formulae are-with some care--easily 
transcribed from finite-dimensional calculus), we feel it to be an effective 
tool to treat problems involving infinite-dimensional calculus, like the one 
which originally motivated Malliavin to introduce his stochastic calculus of 
variation, namely to develop a method to prove statements about the dis- 
tributions generated by P’-valued random variables, in particular, whether 
they are absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure. 
In fact it turns out that Malliavin’s introductory finite-dimensional com- 
putation in [6] can be translated into the infinite-dimensional situation 
with the help of the white-noise al-derivatives (see [2, 4, 51 and Section 2), 
their adjoints and basic formulae for them, like the chain- and product- 
rule. This way we derive the basic formula (4.9) which provides the answer 
to the above raised question; i.e., it allows for the formulation of a criterion 
for the absolute continuity of distributions generated by random variables 
(Theorem 4.1). 
In Section 2 we recall briefly some background of Hida’s white-noise 
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calculus in a rather loose way. In Section 3 we prove the chain-rule for the 
d,-derivati>res u ing the definition of the 6, operator via the S-transfor- 
mation (see Section 2). Section 4 gives the reformulation of basic 
Malliavin-‘zalculus with the help of white-noise. FinalIy we illustrate in Sec- 
tion 5 the calculus by examples found in [8], in particular we repeat 
Stroock’s ‘ridiculous,” but instructive, exercise, to show that the one- 
dimensiomtl Wiener process B(t) at time t > 0 has a density. This example 
shows the convenience of our setup. 
The rest.lts of this paper have already been announced in [7]. 
2. BACKGROUND ([2,4, 51) 
Let (9” :lR), Z, &) be white-noise, i.e., Z is the a-algebra generated by 
the cylindc r sets of Y’(R) and p the Gaussian measure on Y( OX) given by 
(rEw[w).: 
s exp(i(-y, 4)) 44~) =exp(-$ Iltlli),(2.1) .YfR) 
where ( ., . ) denotes the pairing of Y’(R) and Y(R) and 11. IIz is the norm 
on L2( R, L!Y). 
Consider the space (L’) - L2(Y(R), Z, dp) of complex-valued, square- 
integrable functionals on Y’(R). The Wiener-&G decomposition theorem 
states that 
(L2)= 6 Jg, (2.2) 
,* = 0 
where x, is the nth homogeneous chaos. 
Define the transformation 
(2.3) 
for ME and KEY. Then, if cp~%~, (S(p)(t) is of the form 
with FE l:‘([w”, d”x), i.e. F is a symmetric L’(lQ”, d”x)-function. Let us 
denote dx = n! d”x. One can show that S: 9, -+ i’(R”, dx) is an isometry 
c2,41. 
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In view of this isometry we can construct a large class of spaces of 
generalized functionals on Y’(R) as follows. Let H”“( IF!“, dx) be the Sobolev 
space of order a,, ( >O) on R” and I?*( KY) = iP(IF!“, &) n t’( R”, dx). 
Then we have the Gel’fand triples 
AIlq R”) c L2( R”, dx) c A-yw) 
I I I 
(2.5) 
sfy c sn c 2(-a,) n 
where Xi+Un’ are topologized in such a way that the exterior arrows 
become isometries too. 
Now define the spaces 
(L2)& := 6 (C,)f12fp) (2.6) 
?I=0 
for given sequences a= {an Jn a o, c = {c,}, p o of positive numbers. 
Elements in (L2)& are called test functionals, while those in (I,‘), are 
called generalized functionals, and we have the triple 
(2.7) 
(It is easy to see that the inclusions are dense and continuous.) 
A convenient choice for many applications is a,, = (n + 1)/2, c, = 1; in 
this case we simply write (I?.‘)‘. 
Finally we recall the definitions of the operators a,, 8:. Consider a 
Frtchet-differentiable functional 4 on Y(R). Its Frechet-derivative 
(0:4)(q) is by definition a continuous linear functional in r] and hence of 
the form 
where S#/Sg(. ) is in Y’(R). If S#St(. ) is a regular distribution in Y’(R) 
we may write 
and we call the (a.e. defined) function &$/6<(t) the Frtchet functional 
derivative of 4. 
We now define for a functional cp E (L2) 
(c?,cp)(x) := ( s-’ &s’p (x) > 
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and note that from (2.4) it is easy to see that &p is Frechet-differentiable 
on Y(R) and SScp/Sg( .) is a regular distribution (in fact it is in L’(R, dt)). 
We remarl: that for cp E (L’), also the operator 8, can be defined with a 
little more care (see [2, 4, 5]), and that practicalI? the formal relation 
S,s(s) = b( t -s) can be used to compute the a,-derivatives of concrete 
functionals cp(?c) (e.g., a,(~, lIO,s,)=lCO,,,(t), where (x, lro,r,) is a well- 
defined, (L !)-random variable [2, 51). 
For 1+9 E :L’)& the operator 8: is defined by duality: 
(~:$t cp> = ($7 ?,v > 
for any cp c: (L’),t,. 
(2.1 I) 
3. THE CHAIN-RULE 
Let cp bt: a functional on So’(R). Consider Y(R) as a linear subspace of 
Y’(R) and define for fixed XE Y’(R) the functional cp., on Y(R) by 
cp.,(O := cp(.u+ 51, <EY(lR). (3.1) 
FROPOS~‘ION 3.1. Let (PE Lp(dp), p> 1, so that (p,(O and j q.,(r) dp(x 
are FrPche ,-differentiable in c for all 5 E Y( II%). Then 
Remark. According to our discussion in Section 2, a priori this equality 
makes sen:;e only in a distributional sense. However, in many applications 
-like the ollowing in Section k(3.2) will hold as an equality of functions 
for a.e. t. l-his remark also extends to the following formulae. 
Proof: By the general theory of Frtchet-derivatives it is sufficient to 
prove (3.l.) by showing the analogous statement for the Gateaux- 
derivatives, i.e., we prove that for any 9 E Y(R) 
(3.3) 
holds. 
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Consider the integral on the left-hand side of (3.3). Using the translation- 
formula for p (e.g., [4]) we rewrite it as 
1 ip’cp,(tl) exp 2(x, ~)-f llsllii - 1 ( ( > ) 
. 
For E. E (0, 11, the integrand in (3.4) is bounded by 
(3.4) 
Icp,(S)I(I<-x7 s>l + IIvlIl3exp I(4 rl)l (3.5) 
by Taylor’s theorem. It is easy to see that (I (x, r)l + /Iv11 i) exp( I (x, s)l ) is 
in every Ly(&), 1 6 q < co, for all v E 9’( R). Using again the translation- 
formula, it is not hard to show that rp E Lp(dp), p > 1, implies cp, E Lp’(&), 
for some p’ > p. Thus by Holder’s inequality (3.5) is in L’(&) and 
dominates the integrand of the left-hand side of (3.3) uniformly in 
E. E [0, 11, so that the dominated convergence theorem proves (3.3). 
COROLLARY 3.2. Under the same hypothesis 
Prooj We equivalently show (in view of the S-transformation) 
(3.7) 
or 
~Scn(.~+e+rl)d~(l)=~~~(x+il+~)dlc(.r). 
Wt) 
(3.8) 
By the usual chain-rule for Frtchet-derivatives, the right-hand side equals 
and by Proposition 3.1 we obtain (3.6). 
Now let cp as before and F: [w + R be C’, and such that F: cp E Ly(dp), 
for some q > 1. Consider the following computation: 
6 
=- (Focp)(x+{)dp(x) 
sat, J 
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where we leave only used definitions. By Proposition 3.1 and the use of the 
chain-rule for Frkhet-derivatives this is equal to 
and by Corollary 3.2 we have 
J 
(3.10) 
=(S(F’,3cp’S,cp))(t). 
Thus we find (p-a.e.) 
(S,Fg cp)(x) = (F’o go)(x). (d,cp)(x). (3.11) 
The genen.lization to cp: Y’( IR) + R”, F: R” + IR is obvious and we proved: 
THEOREBI 3.3 (chain-rule). If cp = (cp , ,..., qDd) is an [W”-valued functional 
on Y’([w, so that each (pi, 1 < i < d, satisfies the assumptions of 
Proposition! 3.1, and if F is a continuously dlfferentiahle function on iw“, so 
that F,~cp E Ly(dp), for some q> 1, then 
tJ,Fc~)(-u)= i (F,,~cp)(x)(d,cpi)(.u), (3.12) 
,=I 
where F,i c’enotes the ith partial derivative of F. 
Remark:. Let us point out again that equation (3.12) has to be inter- 
preted act riding to the nature of i7,Fr cp as depending on t. 
Using K uo’s definition [S] of d,, the chain-rule follows more easily than 
above, bu is restricted to a smaller class of functionals cp (e.g., q(x) = 
(?I, l,,,,,) + B(t) is not in his class). 
4. ON THE DENSITIES OF WIENER FUNCTIONALS 
Let 4 b.: a Wiener functional with values in R”, i.e., a mapping from 
r-dimensional Wienerspace Y4’“r into Rd. A path {B(t)},,,+ in ^II” can be 
considered as a functional on (Y’( R))l in view of the formula B(r) = 
(.u, 1 to,,,): see [2, 4, 51. Therefore, we may identify 4 with the functional cp 
on (.4p’(R))r as 
4 (B(t)irtFt+ )=4({<-T lp3.,,),\,Ea+k-‘Pw. (4.1) 
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Next let FE 9(Rd) and consider the composite map (Foqb)(B) = 
(Focp)(x). According to Malliavin [6], we are interested in bounding 
1, := s (F,fi v)(x) Ii/(x) 44-4, l<l<d (4.2) 
as 11,1 <C )11;11 r,, C a positive number not depending on F. As it is shown 
in [6, 81, such a bound implies that 4 has a density. 
Let cp satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 3.3. We define the white-noise 
functionals 
(Y - ’ hi(x) := I (G~iNW,cp,)(-d & 1 < i, j < d, (4.3) Iw 
and assume that (a,cpi)(x), for fixed XE (Y(W))‘, is an L*-function in t for 
all i, 1 < i 6 d. 
Suppose that the matrix 1~~~’ has p-a.e. an inverse y(x). Then we can 
invert the chain-rule (3.12) for p-a.e. X: 
Thus, upon insertion into (4.2): 
1,=j I(/(x) i J (atF3 cP)(x) Il,i(~,Vi)(X) dt dP(*y). 
r=l 
(4.5) 
Fubini’s theorem together with integration by parts (see Section 1) yields 
I,= j WcpKy) j d:ddx) f ~&)(&cp,K~) dr 44x) (4.6) 
i= I 
and by use of the product rule for ST (see [4]) we arrive at 
Let us remark that different forms of (4.7) are possible using the product 
rule for a: in different ways (cf. [4]), although (4.7) seems to be the most 
convenient one. Introduce the notation 
((u, 0)) := j (d,u)(d,tj) dr (4.8 1 
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and N for the number operator j a:~?, dt. Then our final formula is 
I=jF’, f (~l’,iNrp,-)~/i((~,cp,))-I(/((Y,j,(Pr)))d~. (4.9) 
;= I 
Choosing $ = 1 we have thus proved (cf. [6, 81): 
THEOREM 4.1. Let cp be associated with the Wiener functional I$ and 
assume that cp satisfies the hypothesis qf Theorem 3.3. Suppose further that 
1 ’ is P-L .e. invertible. If 
ii',iNv, - (<Y/,, cp;>> I EL'(b), 
.for all 1, i, 1 6 I, i < d, then 1+5 generates a distribution on Ill” lchich is 
absolutely continuous with respect o Lebesgue measure. 
Remark One can now proceed as, e.g., in Stroock’s article [S] and use 
formula (1.9) iteratively for higher order partial derivatives D”F (therefore 
II/ was in traduced) to prove statements about the differentiability of the 
density 0:’ 4. 
5. ILLUSTRATION OF THE FORMALISM 
In this section we are going first to repeat Stroock’s “ridiculous” exercise 
[S]: consider the Wiener functional B(t), t > 0, i.e., one-dimensional Brow- 
nian mot:on, which in the white-noise language is (x, 1 cO.ll). First we com- 
pute 
>, i - ‘(.u) = j (a,(-& 1 CO.,, ))2ds=~l~,,,~(s)ds=t. (5.1) 
Thus for FE 52( [w) 
s F’(<-yu, 1ro.,,W~l,4=j 4(x l,,,,)) t--‘(x, lCo,r,) d/4x) (5.2) 
by (4.9) .vith $ = 1. And so the trivial bound 
/I 
F’( C-x, 1 [o.r, > 1 44-y) G t - “’ IlFll x (5.3) 
shows that for t >O, B(t) has a density. Iterating (4.9) once for F”(B(t)) 
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proves that the density p(r, u) of B(t) on R is Cl. Thus we may rewrite 
(5.2) as 
j p(t, u) F’(u) du= j p(t, 2.4) F(u) trlu du 
R R (5.4) 
and integration by parts implies p’( I, u) = -(u/t) p( t, u) from which we find 
our trivial answer p( t, u) = (27rcr) - “’ e -uuzi2’. 
The crucial technical point for the application of (4.9) is obviously the 
invertibility of y--I. To handle this problem for stochastic integrals and 
stochastic differential equations, Stroock derives an identity (in fact an 
SDE) in [S] for ((cp,, pi)), (pi being a stochastic integral. We conclude 
this paper by showing how a similar identity can be derived in our setup 
and for notational simplicity we restrict ourselves to the stochastic integral 
cp(f)=ft,4ww h w ere B( . ) is one dimensional Brownian motion and 
e( . ) is nonanticipating. The stochastic integral cp(f) takes in the white-noise 
formalism the form [24] 
v(f) = j’ (&Q(s)) ds 0 (5.5) 
(where e(. tas before-is now considered as an Y’-functional). Using the 
commutation relation of ii, and a,*, we tind 
S,cp(f)=SfS:(d,E(s))ds+e(u) (5.6) 
0 
for u E [0, f], otherwise S,q(t) is zero. Hence 
<(cp(f). cp(f))) =j; {(j; d,*(a,e(s)) ds ’ + 2e(u) j’ 8,*(8,e(s)) ds + et ) du. o 
(5.7) 
It is not hard to see that if e(s) is nonanticipating, so is a,e(s) and hence 
the first term in ( ) on the r.h.s. of (5.7) is the square of a stochastic 
integral [ 1, 3,4] and we may use Ito’s formula to find 
+2e(u)~‘Z;~(~.e(s))ds+e(~)~ (5.8) 
a 
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Note that by the product-rule for a,* [4] 
8.: duets) j‘ d2a,,e(L4 du [ 0 1 
= (d,*d,e(s)) 1’ d~d,e(u) du- d,e(s) 2, 1‘ d,TtJ,,e(u) du 
0 0 
= (d.:d,e(s)) jA d:d,e(u) du, 
0 
since the stochastic integral j; aziJ,e(u) du is nonanticipating and thus its 
d,-derivar ive is zero. Again by the commutation relation between a,* and 8, 
we find t lat the last term is equal to 
(~Y,e(s)) 8, J“ 8iWu) dv- (d,*d,e(s)) e(u) ~co,,,(u) 
0 
= (~?~As))(~,cpb)) - (dF?,e(s)) e(u) xco.,,(u). 
Insertion of this expression into (5.8) leads to 
<(cp(t), cl(f)>) = ji {e(s)‘+ ((e(s), e(s))) + d:((e(s), cp(s)))) ds, (5.9) 
which is the analogue of Stroock’s identity. We remark that, although the 
preceedirlg derivation might look formal, that each step can be justified by 
the theory presented in [2,4, 51, under the same assumptions on e(. ) as in 
Stroock’! paper. 
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